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Trident du Tacul «Indurain tiene dos huevos»
«Indurain tiene dos huevos» is one of the beautiful lines of Trident du Tacul. Like most of the routes of the sector, it is primarily a crack itinerary.

Approch : 1h from the Torino hut, 2h from Aiguille du Midi.
The route starts on the right of the Trident, a little bit to the left of couloir des Aiguillettes. Spot the large corner between
red and grey rocks (L2 goes up to the right of it) and all the way up the roof of L6. The starting anchor is on the right-hand
large terrasse.
- Glacier gear
- 2 racks of C4 camalots up to n°3.
- 1 rack of C3s from 0. or X4s .1 .2 .3
- 1 set of nuts
- 8-10 quickdraws of which 3-4 composed of a long sling

Start on the right of R0 and by way of a traverse to the left, get to the crack above the anchor. Follow it
for a few meters then traverse right in a slab to get to the base of the beautiful diagonal crack, pitons.
Follow this crack which ascends left. Get out onto a platform. Continue in one pitch through a vertical
crack, without traversing left towards the large corner. After a few meters in this vertical crack, leave it and
reach the parallel crack by taking a delicate step to the right. Climb the crack for 5-6 meters up till R1.
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Itinerary
P1 6b+ 45m

- 250m of rock climbing/ 6b obligatory
- fixed anchors
- 2 bolts and a chain at the anchor
- 50m rappels. 60m ropes advised

Beautiful crack pitch, athletic. From R1 continue in the wider crack, which curves a little towards the right
and then goes straight up. Hand crack, magnificent. Then go left to a short easy corner which leads to the
R2 platform.
Short pitch which goes up the grey corner on the left, a bit delicate. R3 in the large corner.

P3 6b

15m

P4 6c+

30m From R3, take the magnificent vertical crack to the right. Beautiful vertical, athletic hand pitch. Layback.
Come out right on a platform. R4 is on the upper platform.

P5 6a

25m

Traverse the platform towards de right, climb the corner (bolt). After 15 meters continue towards the left.
Unstable blocs. Reach the plateau straight below the large roof. R5 is well left of the plateau.

P6 6b

25m

From R5, traverse the platform towards the right. Reach the crack system that leads to the bottom of the
large roof.Traverse under the roof to the left, horizontally, 1 bolt. Once out of the roof, it is advised
to build an intermediate anchor (1 bolt) in order to prevent rope-drag.

P7 5c

20m

By way of some terraces and short steps, reach the next anchor’s platform and the start of the rappels.

Descent
- In the route, or follow the rappels for «Bonne Ethique». 50m ropes, 60m advised.
- From R7 you directly reach R5 (R6 is not fitted for rappelling)

Topo : blanc.eric@gmail.com 2016
Translation by Aanoud Petermann
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«Two-part» itinerary

Trident du Tacul «Indurain»
Approch : 1h from the Torino hut, 2h from
Aiguille du Midi.
The route starts on the right of the Trident, a little bit to
the left of couloir des Aiguillettes. Spot the large corner
between red and grey rocks (L2 goes up to the right
of it) and all the way up the roof of L6. The starting
anchor is on the right-hand large terrasse.
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- Glacier gear
- 2 racks of C4 camalots up to n°3.
- 1 rack of C3s from 0. or X4s .1 .2 .3
- 1 set of nuts
- 8-10 quickdraws of which 3-4 composed of a long sling
- 250m of rock climbing/ 6b obligatory
- fixed anchors
- 2 bolts and a chain at the anchor
- 50m rappels. 60m ropes advised

Descent
For Indurain from R7:
- Favor the descent through the route. Watch out R6 is
not fitted for rappelling.
From the summit of «Intouchables»:
-Using the rappels of «Bonne Ethique» which end up
left of the start of «Indurain».
-By coming back to R7 of «Indurain» and rappelling in
«Indurain»

«Intouchables» crack
From R7
It is possible to reach three crack systems on the
left of the edge, on the SW face, including the
famous P7 (7b+) of «Intouchables».
Right: «Les Intouchables» 7b+, then, in the
center, a «Bassanini Variant» 7c+, and lastly,
the third, on the left: «Super Purple Crack» 8a.
To reach le base of this crack, traverse horiyontally to the left following a good platform without
difficulties. Swing over behind the edge and
you’re there... The anchor at the base of the «Intouchables» crack is a little bit underneath. Check
the «Intouchables» topo for details.

